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SECTION 1
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction
The Village of Cary commissioned FGM Architects to prepare a
facility assessment of the existing Village Hall and Police Station.
The assessment includes a space needs study, existing building
condition report, review of the existing site and potential new site,
development of preliminary site and floor plan diagrams, and
conceptual project budgets. The goal of the study is to provide
the Village with the information necessary to make an informed
decision on how to best address the facility needs of the Village
Hall and Police Department.
Historical Data
The Village of Cary Village Hall and Police Department Facility is
located at 655 Village Hall Drive, near the south central side of
Village limits and is adjacent to the Village of Trout Valley. The
building sits within a campus that also includes the Cary Park
District Community Center to the east. The multi-level facility has
an approximate total of 20,485 sq. ft. and is comprised of multiple
parts (buildings) that have been joined together over the years,
portions of which date back to 1925. The buildings had
accommodated other functions in the past but are currently used
solely for Village Hall and Police Department operations.
Project Goals
The primary goal of this study is to identify the space needs
requirements for the Village Hall and Police Department’s current
and future needs. Other study goals and questions that must be
answered include:
•

Can the existing building be renovated to meet the needs of
the Village Hall and Police Department?

•

What is the best option for providing a facility that meets the
needs of the Village Hall and Police Department?

•

o

MODIFY CURRENT FACILITY: Renovate existing facility and
add an addition

o

BUILD NEW FACILITY: Build a new combined Village Hall and
Police Station at a different location

o

REPAIR CURRENT FACILITY: Repair current facility and
maintain existing building without any enhancements

What will the various solutions for a combined Village Hall and
Police Station cost?
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Methodology of the Study Process
FGM obtained information for this study through information
provided and through a series of interviews and discussions with
staff. The interviews consisted of a series of meetings with
individuals and groups representing the Village Hall and
Administrative Staff, Police Department, Public Works, and
maintenance staff. In conjunction with the interviews, FGM
observed how staff members operate within the existing facility
and were provided with an in-depth tour of the station to gain
further insight into operational issues and space needs
requirements.
All information was gathered and then summarized into a
projection of space requirements called Program Statements.
FGM reviewed the existing Village Hall and Police Station for
possible re-use. A series of preliminary site and floor plan diagrams
were generated suggesting potential layouts for renovating and
expanding the existing facility, as well as for providing an entirely
new building on an alternate site Owned by the Village.
When the site and floor plan layouts were completed, budgets
were developed for each option. The initial budgets provide for a
good quality municipal structure with an appearance that would
be complementary to other key facilities within the Village. For
budgeting methodology, FGM has an extensive database of cost
information and used cost per square foot estimates for the
conceptual budgets.
Space Needs Analysis Summary
The space needs analysis identifies 21,232 sq. ft. of space is
required for the Village Hall and Police Department to operate
efficiently, allowing for provisions for long term growth. The Village
Hall portion requires 8,329 sq. ft. and the Police Department
requires 11,303 sq. ft. 1,600 sq. ft. is allocated for shared spaces.
The current Village Hall and Police Department occupies
approximately 20,485 sq. ft.
See Section 4 for additional information regarding the space
needs requirements.
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Existing Condition Analysis Summary
To summarize the findings of the interior facility analysis, the Police
Department is short of space compared to what is required for its
operations. Many of the existing spaces were not designed well, or
are now inadequate, causing them to be functionally
unproductive. In addition, many typical and necessary spaces are
not provided. The current shortage in space affects the
operational efficiency of the entire Department. At this time, the
building is dictating the way many police functions are performed
instead of enhancing their operations.
On the Village Hall side, the newer areas of the facility have been
adequately maintained, however many of the spaces are no
longer arranged in a fashion to support current operations.
Additionally, due to age, poor condition and ongoing
deterioration, portions of the original facility such as the Great
Room are no longer habitable and do not serve their intended
purpose. This renders a significant amount of area within the
building to be underutilized.
The major building issues include the following:
Functional Issues
• Internal circulation and security between Village Hall and
Police Department functions in need of improvement.
• Numerous accessibility issues including accessible routes
through the building and stairs, non-compliant toilet rooms and
locker rooms, improper door hardware.
• Functional areas are not located efficiently, and some areas
suffer from poor access. If renovated, the entire existing upper
level of the Police Department would be rendered
inaccessible and unusable.
• Lack of fire ratings and separations between building uses. For
example, no fire separation evident at lockup areas.
Structural Review Summary
• The existing structure would be difficult to upgrade to meet the
requirements for an “essential” facility as required by the
building code.
• The exterior masonry of the building is in fair condition, with no
visible cracking or significant masonry displacement.
• As no construction documents are available, it is unclear
whether the building was designed for its current use or meets
code requirements for seismic loads.
• The Great Room (1925 original construction) timber roof
structure is in poor condition. The timber trusses have
separated at the truss joints and have also experienced
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•

•

twisting and some checking.
The Great Room perimeter load bearing masonry wall is in fair
condition. Two mechanical vents not original to the structure
are located immediately adjacent to the truss bearing ends
and may have caused the truss displacement and damage.
The Great Room trusses can be replaced in-kind, with portions
being salvageable. The masonry on the east wall should be
reviewed and reinforced to accept the roof loading and
relocation of the mechanical vents may be required.

Mechanical and Plumbing Review Summary
• Several types of HVAC systems are utilized for heating and
cooling within the facility, with no consolidated or centralized
placement of equipment. Poor access to mechanical
equipment located in outlying areas, which is difficult for
maintenance and future replacement of equipment.
• The main temperature control for the building is re-heat. Reheat systems includes the simultaneous operation of heating
and cooling which is an inefficient use of energy, and typically
not used on modern day projects. There is a tendency for an
uneven temperature distribution throughout the building.
• Heating is achieved through base-board radiation. These are
not directly controlled by the space-mounted thermostats.
• Hot water heating boilers are only accessible from outside and
down a flight of stairs to the lower level. They are natural gas
fired. There is a sign of leakage or condensation on at least
one of the boiler jackets. Further investigation is advised.
• Many controls are outdated pneumatic controls. One
compressor was not operational and requires repair.
• There is only a single sump pump to serve the boiler room. A
secondary sump pump is recommended should the primary
fail.
• The water main service to the building enters through the
basement. No issues with water pressure are evident.
• Domestic hot water is provided by a recently replaced electric
hot water heater in the basement.
• The simplex sump pump and duplex sewage ejector are in
good and serviceable condition.
• Toilet room and break room plumbing fixtures are in good
condition.
• The jail cell fixtures are at the end of their useful life.
• The Sally Port is equipped with two large bucket type floor
drains with no triple intercepting basin for separating fuel and
oil from wastewater.
• The sprinkler system is a Pipe Schedule Design type and does
not cover the entire building. Upgrading to a hydraulic type
and updating to a fully-sprinklered building is recommended.
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Electrical Review Summary
• There is one main electrical service supplied via transformer in
the courtyard of the east side of the building. Secondaries
feed underground into the service switchboard in the lower
level service room.
• The overall electrical capacity of the main service is adequate
for the facility at the current size and usage. This may need to
change if any major renovation or additions to the building
occur.
• The existing branch circuit panelboards vary slightly in age,
type, and condition. They are in fair condition and
approximately nearing end of useful service life in the next 7-10
years.
• The branch circuitry associated with the panelboards and
associated loads are predominantly copper wiring with
potentially some aluminum wiring given the construction type
and age of the building.
• There is a natural gas partial back-up generator system at the
east side of the building. It is at the end of its service life and
should be soon replaced. The partial back up generator does
not power any of the HVAC systems that serve the Village Hall
or Police Station.
• A modern police and village facility are typically designed with
a single main automatic service transfer gear powering the
entire facility to allow for 100% backup and full functionality for
any duration of power outage. There is insufficient space both
in the lower level electric room as well as at the current
generator location to house this type of upgrade.
• There is no UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply) system.
Installation of an UPS system is recommended.
• Lighting fixtures and system are of varying age, condition and
type. Replacing existing fluorescent fixtures with LED fixtures is
recommended.
• Installation of occupancy/vacancy sensors for light control is
recommended throughout the building.
• Emergency exit signs and lighting are of varying age,
condition, and type and are in fair condition.
• Parking fixtures are a decorative historic kind with insufficient
illumination intensity and uniformity for a police station
application. Upgrading to a high-performance optic LED
fixture with photocell control is recommended, however the
close proximity of the existing facility to the neighboring single
family residential homes would also make increased parking lot
lighting intensity and uniformity challenging to achieve.
• Existing fire alarm system is at or beyond the end of its typical
service life. Complete fire alarm system upgrade and device
replacement is recommended.
• The voice and data systems are adequate, functional, and in
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fair condition. The current server room is small and undercooled. Increasing the size and ventilation of the server room is
recommended.
Security Review Summary
• The existing keypad access control is not ideal for this
application. Higher security access control systems should be
adopted.
• Video surveillance is a combination of analog and IP cameras
with inconsistent coverage of the building. The system should
be upgraded to all IP cameras and provide 100% coverage of
detention areas.
• Audio monitoring is limited and partially not functional. An
audio threshold system should be installed throughout the
detention area.
• The locks in the detention area do not meet code standards
and must be upgraded.
• There is no duress system and should be installed in the
detention area for safety.
• The sally port has inadequate access to the detention area as
well as unsecured storage,
• The interview system should be on a separate secured
recorder with limited access and activated by a key switch.
• The police entrance has bullet proof glazing but inadequate
doors and frames which should be upgraded to doors suitable
for this application.
Budget Summary
As part of this study, FGM has provided conceptual budgets to
implement the project.
Costs are based on a Fall 2020 construction start. Budgets will
need to be escalated for inflation as required annually after that
time frame. Cost ranges have been provided as design work is at
a very preliminary stage.
As a baseline, the following is a summation of the budget to repair
the existing facility and maintain the building without adding any
additional space or including any functional enhancements:
Existing Facility Repairs
Repair and Renovation Costs
Total Construction Cost
Fees and Soft Costs
Owner Contingency
Total Project Budget

FINAL DRAFT

Low
$ 4,064,712
$ 4,471,184
$ 551,118
$
55,112
$ 5,077,414

High
$ 4,627,510
$ 5,090,261
$ 648,026
$
64,803
$ 5,803,090
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The following is a summation of the budgets for each concept:
Concept 1 – Existing Site – Add./Reno.
Low
Construction Cost
$ 9,590,216
Temporary Relocation
$ 728,000
Owner Purchased Items
$ 386,000
Fees and Soft Costs
$ 1,145,171
Owner Contingency
$ 225,917
Total Project Budget
$11,783,223

High
$10,267,248
$ 903,500
$ 543,000
$ 1,276,189
$ 272,269
$12,825,399

Concept 2 – New Site – New Constr.
Construction Cost
Owner Purchased Items
Fees and Soft Costs
Owner Contingency
Total Project Budget

High
$ 8,459,510
$ 418,000
$ 1,007,356
$ 142,536
$10,411,925

Low
$ 7,989,538
$ 286,000
$ 905,058
$ 119,106
$ 9,662,863

If Concept 1 is selected by the Village, it would be necessary for all
staff to move out of the existing facility while construction work is
being completed. The approximate costs for relocation to a
temporary facility have been incorporated into the Concept 1
budgets.
See Section 8 for more detailed Budget information.
Recommendations
A total of two preliminary concepts were developed to meet the
needs of the Village Hall and Police Department:
Concept 1 – Renovate the existing Village Hall and Police facility
and build a Police Station addition on the existing site to meet the
needs of the Police Department.
This solution takes advantage of existing space and renovates it to
correct accessibility, safety and security concerns, heating and
cooling issues and functional deficiencies that have been
identified, in combination with the construction of a new addition
on the existing site to meet the space needs requirements of the
Police Department.
Concept 2 – Build a new Village Hall and Police Station
This concept assumes a new Village Hall and Police Station on a
new site with all required areas together. This will provide the most
functional facility and is also the least costly option.
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Based upon the findings of this study, in order to meet the long
term needs of the Village Hall and Police Department and goals
established by the Village, FGM recommends the Village of Cary
pursue a project consisting of building a new combined facility on
an alternate site which will meet the needs of the Village.
This study is intended to provide the Village with the necessary
information to make an informed decision on which direction
should be taken to address the space needs issues of the Village
Hall and Police Department.
Once the space needs are approved and the Village is ready to
move forward, FGM Architects is prepared to assist the Village of
Cary with the next steps.
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Overview of Study Process

SECTION 2
PROJECT UNDERSTANDING
AND METHODOLOGY

For over 25 years, FGM Architects has provided consulting and
architectural design services to municipalities and has worked on
more than 120 Village Hall and 150 Police Station projects, and
with over 70 municipalities, often on multiple projects. FGM brings
a vast amount of knowledge and understanding to this project
through previous experience but understands that each Village
has its own unique challenges and goals. Therefore, there is no
cookie-cutter project or client and we must work with staff
members to understand their operational issues.
The goal of the study is to provide the Village with the information
necessary to make an informed decision on how to best address
the facility needs of the Village Hall and Police Department over
the long term (30+ years). The existing facility is located at 655
Village Hall Drive and is comprised of multiple parts joined
together which were built at various times. The oldest portion of
the building was constructed in 1925, and subsequent renovations
and additions have occurred to accommodate the changing
needs of the Village, the latest of which was completed in
approximately 2000. At this time, the building no longer meets the
operational and functional requirements of the Village Hall and
Police Department and the Village is seeking recommendation on
how to best address solving these needs.
The Village is pursuing this study because it recognizes that there
are significant operational issues caused by the building. In
addition, there have been maintenance and structural issues due
to the building’s age. Therefore, instead of continuing operations
in a status quo manner, it makes sense to review the Village Hall
and Police Department’s overall facility needs so a holistic longterm solution can be determined.
Analysis of Space Needs
FGM obtained information for this study through information
provided and through a series of interviews and discussions with
staff. The interviews consisted of a series of meetings with
individuals and groups representing the Village Administration and
Village Hall Staff, Police Department, and Public Works that took
place over several days.
FGM toured the existing building and observed how staff members
operate within the facility to gain further insight into operational
issues and space needs requirements.
All information was gathered and then analyzed to determine the
Village Hall and Police Department’s space needs requirements.
The analysis was then summarized into a projection of space
FINAL DRAFT
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requirements called a Program Statement. The Program
Statements were then reviewed with the Village’s Team and
revised as necessary. The Program Statements, located in Section
4 of this report, are the final product of the space needs analysis
portion of the study.
While this study was performed in a very collaborative manner with
staff members, FGM consistently reviewed space requests and
operating assumptions to ensure that the recommended space
size allotments reflect accurate needs rather than wants.
Analysis of Existing Facility
FGM team members, including architects, structural, mechanical,
electrical and plumbing engineers, and security consultant
reviewed the existing drawings available and conducted field
surveys of the existing building to determine the overall condition.
The field surveys were conducted in conjunction with Village
Facilities Maintenance Staff, who were familiar with the building
and provided valuable insight into maintenance requirements and
issues. The FGM design team then made an assessment of the
feasibility of re-using the existing building.
Preliminary Site and Floor Plan Development
With an updated Program Statement, a series of preliminary site
and floor plan diagrams were generated suggesting potential
layouts for the Village Hall and Police Department. Re-using the
existing building on the current site with an addition, and building
a new combined facility in a new location were reviewed as
potential solutions. The diagrams were reviewed with the Village
and Police Department staff and modified as required. The
enclosed diagrams located in Section 7, are the final product of
this analysis.
Budgeting Methodology
When the conceptual site and floor plan layouts were completed,
budgets were developed for the project. FGM has an extensive
database of cost information and used cost per square foot
estimates as the budgeting methodology for the conceptual
budgets. To verify budgets, FGM also consulted with local area
builders. Because design work is at a very preliminary stage, a
budget range is provided for construction costs as well as a Total
Project Budget.
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SECTION 3
STUDY GOALS AND
QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED

Goals
For every project, it is important to establish clear goals which will
be utilized to guide the direction of the solutions and decisions
throughout the project. The following goals were developed with
Village and Police Department staff:
•

Identify the current space needs requirements for the
Combined Village Hall and Police Department Facility and
what is needed to meet the Village’s long-term needs.

•

Evaluate options available to solve the space needs
requirements, including pros and cons and cost analysis for
each concept under consideration.

Questions to be Answered
To allow for an informed decision-making process, it is important to
identify the questions the Village requires answers to as part of this
study. The following questions were identified from meetings with
the Village.
•

Can the existing building be renovated to meet the needs of
the Village Hall and Police Department?

•

What is the best option for providing a facility that meets the
needs of the Village Hall and Police Department?

•

o

MODIFY CURRENT FACILITY: Renovate existing facility and
add an addition

o

BUILD NEW FACILITY: Build a new combined Village Hall and
Police Station at a different location

o

REPAIR CURRENT FACILITY: Repair current facility and
maintain existing building without any enhancements

What will the various solutions for a Village Hall and Police
Station facility cost?
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SECTION 4
ANALYSIS OF SPACE NEEDS

Village Hall – Wayfinding Signage

Summary of Analysis
The total number of Village staff that currently occupy the
combined Village Hall and Police Department facility are
approximately 56 people.
The total staff of the Village of Cary Police Department currently
consists of 27 Sworn Police Officers and some civilian support
employees (1 full time and 2 part time civilian employees). The
potential growth of the department and Village staff on the whole
is dependent somewhat on the growth of the community in the
future but also recovering from the recession (25–30 years from
now) which may include as many as 4-5 additional Sworn Police
Officers and 2-3 civilian employees. The potential growth has
been factored into the analysis.
During the course of this study, it became clear that the existing
building is working against the Police Department. Not only is the
allocated building area too small, but the design of the building
and configuration of spaces is negatively impacting the Police
Department’s operations.

Police Department – Main Entry

The space needs analysis identifies 21,232 sq. ft. of space is
required for the Village Hall and Police Department to operate
efficiently, allowing for provisions for long term growth. The Village
Hall portion requires 8,329 sq. ft. and the Police Department
requires 11,303 sq. ft. 1,600 sq. ft. is allocated for shared spaces.
The current Village Hall and Police Department occupies
approximately 20,485 sq. ft. The portion allocated for Village Hall
use is 12,812 sq. ft. and the existing Police Department is only 7,673
sq. ft. As such, the Police Department is operating with a 3,630 sq.
ft. deficit.

Village Hall - Lobby

Village Hall – Service Counters

Increasing the square footage of the combined facility by a
modest amount and reallocating a greater amount of area to the
Police Department will provide the optimum amount of space for
all functions and includes provisions for long term growth.
One critical issue is the way the space allocated for the Police
Department is arranged, utilizing portions of the main level, lower
level, and upper level of the building. The layout creates a
segregated and compartmentalized Department, negatively
affecting operations. Sharing information and communicating
throughout the Department is critical for effective law
enforcement work. Use of a multi-floor arrangement without
purposeful organization creates multiple security issues as well.
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Conversely on the Village Hall side, all staff are located on the
main level, however rooms are no longer arranged in an
advantageous manner to support current operations. Supervisors
are not positioned in close enough proximity to support staff,
leading to inefficiencies and diminished opportunities for ideal
oversight.

Village Hall – Finance Counter

Additionally, the Village has made changes to the way
departments are staffed. Prior to the recession, the Village of Cary
had a greater number of in-house employees and full time staff
positions within the facility. In recent years however, more positions
have either been reduced, eliminated altogether or have been
outsourced to an outside consultant. As the staffing and
department functions have been modified over time, the physical
work environment also needs to adjust accordingly to better
support the manner in which the local government is functioning.
The issues of space and Department operations will be discussed
further in this section.

Village Hall – Staff Workstations

Why More Space is Necessary
During the course of the study, FGM observed how staff members
operate within in the building to witness first-hand how
dysfunctional the building is for the Police Department. Police
Department staff has had to adapt many of their procedures to
work around building deficiencies. Many of the issues identified
have a direct correlation with the amount of space required.
Many factors contribute to the need for additional space and the
major points are as follows:

Police Department –
Records and Reception

•
•
•
•
•
•

Police Department –
Patrol Workstations

Portions of the building were originally constructed in 1925 and
are not purpose built, which renders some spaces to be
inadequate for operations.
Spaces that are now common in Village Hall’s and Police
Stations do not currently exist.
Police operations have changed since the Department began
occupying the building in the late 1970’s.
Many spaces in the police station are inadequate and require
additional space.
Meeting accessibility requirements will require additional
space.
Accommodations for the safety of the public requires
additional space.

Police Operations Have Changed
Policing has changed dramatically since the Department moved
into the facility in 1978. These changes include statutory (legal),
FINAL DRAFT
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technological, and procedural changes, which require additional
space. Examples of spaces affected by these changes include:
•

Arrest Procedures: When the Police Station Lockup area was
originally designed, arrest procedures were much simpler and
not as much paperwork was required. Over time, as more
information is required during an arrest, more space is needed
to process an arrestee’s paperwork.
The existing booking area where arrestees are processed is
cramped and workspace areas are limited. Although located
within the general lockup area, the booking room is accessible
from the corridor. If a detainee were to escape from an
officer’s custody, other areas of the Police Station could be
accessed, creating a potentially dangerous situation.

Police Department –
Breathalyzer Area

•

Police Department –
Evidence Processing

Evidence Processing (Identification): When the Police Station
was designed, there was no dedicated space for analysis of
evidence. The current evidence processing lab was created
in a former storage room. The work performed by the Police
Department includes collection of latent fingerprints,
presumptive drug testing, collection and preservation of
evidence, and forensic photography. Some evidence
collected is prepared for outside analysis, for example,
fingerprint and DNA identification work is outsourced.
The existing workspace is very small, cluttered and lacks a
proper workspace and counter area, which severely limits the
capabilities of the Police Department. Staff are forced to make
do by using alternate areas as a worksurface. The need for
scientific analysis of evidence continues to increase, and as
processing of evidence becomes more sophisticated,
significantly more space is required.

Police Department –
Evidence Processing

Police Department –
Evidence Storage

•

Evidence and Property Storage: Statutory changes have
greatly increased the length of time that evidence must be
kept; in some cases, evidence is now required to be kept
forever. The increased retention requirements mean that
police departments take in much more evidence on an
annual basis than they are allowed to dispose of. The Village of
Cary Police Department is running out of evidence storage
space.

•

Computer Forensics: In the late 1970’s, computer/cybercrime
was unheard of. There is currently no space allocated within
the existing facility for computer forensics activities, as this is
being outsourced to an outside agency for analysis. For future
planning efforts, it would be advantageous to provide a
dedicated area within the Investigations division to
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accommodate this function and emerging technology.
Federal Agencies and regional crime labs assisting municipal
law enforcement have been inundated by requests to obtain
data from mobile devices, including cell phones, leading to
long turnaround times, which is detrimental to solving a crime.
The growth of cybercrime has been described by security
experts as “relentless” and “ruthless”, with damages expected
to exceed $6 trillion globally by 2021. Law enforcement
agencies are adapting with increasing use of specialized
computers and equipment for data recovery, crime analysis,
and on-line crime issues, which requires additional space.

Police Department –
Interior Sub-Lobby

•

Police Department –
Interior Sub-Lobby

Training Requirements: The amount of mandatory training
required of police officers is increasing. For example, the Illinois
Police and Community Relations Act, Public Act 099-0352, has
recently been amended to require specific training on an
annual, bi-annual and tri-annual basis and includes annual use
of force and scenario-based training. Training spaces need to
provide greater flexibility for different types of training
programs, including classroom, defensive tactics, and
scenario-based training.
Currently, the Police Department does not have a dedicated
area for training purposes, as classes are held at an outside
facility within the Village.

•

Police Department –
Interior Circulation at Lockup

Safety and Security: The importance of building safety and
security has greatly increased since the building was
constructed, especially with recent active shooter incidents
occurring within public buildings. Modern police stations are
designed with multiple levels of security depending on the
security requirements. For example, the lobby areas are very
public, and the evidence storage is very secure.
There are several safety and security issues with the existing
police station that warrant additional space.
o

Once inside the police station, one has access to a
majority of the building. There are no separate “semipublic” areas, such as conference rooms, where a person
can meet with Police Department staff for a conversation
without having access to the rest of the building.

o

Sub-lobby functions, such as seating areas and restroom
access, are not secure and require an officer to monitor it
when in use, which is an inefficient use of time.

o

Prisoners are released into the lobby. This procedure
requires prisoners to travel through the main corridors of the
Police Station, past many offices and work areas, many of

Police Department – Sallyport
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which are occupied by civilians. Modern police stations
have separate prisoner release and bond out areas, which
release away from public spaces, to prevent co-mingling
of released detainees with victims and other visitors to the
Department.
o

Police Department –
Sallyport Area Exterior

•

More Female Officers: In the 1970s, females represented 7% of
all sworn police officers nationwide. Currently, females
account for approximately 13% of all sworn police officers and
the percentage is slowly rising. This data represents the need
for additional locker room space for female officers.

•

Increased Responsibilities: Police departments are now
responsible for more services to the community including social
services/counseling and community relations. As the demand
for these services continues to increase, additional space is
required.

•

Shared Workspaces: Since the Police Station was built,
changes in policing have required more reporting and
paperwork, which has forced the Department to have many
shared workspaces and created serious inefficiencies. All of
the following staff / functions have shared workstations /
space.

Police Department –
Staff and Squad Parking

o

The Roll Call area shares space with Report Writing and
Patrol Equipment Storage, and is also located immediately
adjacent to a main corridor through the Department. Area
is very tight and can become noisy when in use for all
functions. A dedicated (and separate) Roll Call room and
Report Writing area should be provided, so that adequate
space and an appropriate level of privacy is provided for
each function.

o

Interior Interview Room near lockup functions as a hard
interview space and also contains equipment and file
storage. Interview areas should be devoid of clutter for
safety and security purposes and are not intended to
function as multi-use areas. Files should be relocated to an
alternate secure storage room location, and equipment to
the areas in which it is intended to serve.

Police Department –
Interview Room

Police Department –
Roll Call / Report Writing / Corridor

Patrol vehicles are parked in an open parking lot with staff
and public parking. This leaves the vehicles exposed to the
elements as well as to vandalism. Today’s patrol vehicles
contain equipment that is very costly and sensitive to
extreme temperatures. Having at least a portion of the
vehicles in secure parking is a best practice.
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•

Employee Expectations: With new generations of employees
comes increased expectations of job amenities. Spaces such
as wellness, breakrooms, and quiet rooms have become
regularly incorporated into Police Department facilities and
benefit when recruiting new employees.

Many of the areas in the police station are now inadequate
and require additional space.
Police Department – Sallyport

•

Sally Port: A sally port is a secure garage used for safe transfer
of detainees from a vehicle to the lockup area. Sally Ports
require clear floor space for maneuverability when moving
someone from the vehicle to lockup.
Due to the location of the Sally Port on the lower level, it is
necessary to use steps or ramps to access the lockup areas,
which is dangerous and poses a safety threat when moving
detainees.
There are many items stored in the Sally Port which reduces the
space available for defensive tactics if a detainee struggles.
This poses a liability risk to the Village as it is the Police
Department’s responsibility for the well-being and safety of
detainees.

Police Department – Sallyport

•

Lockup: The current design of the lockup and booking areas
does not conform to modern design standards.
o

The overall detention and lockup area should be a
secured department in and of itself. The main circulation
corridor through the Police Department goes through the
lockup area, creating significant inefficiencies and security
concerns when navigating through the building.

o

The processing area is undersized, and on occasion,
officers may have their backs to the detainee when
processing a prisoner, creating a dangerous situation.

o

There is not enough room to effectively separate multiple
detainees, or for an officer to utilize defensive tactics if a
detainee becomes violent, which is a safety liability and
concern.

o

The observation holding cells should be located off of the
booking room for security and monitoring purposes, not off
of the corridor where it is now.

o

Cell doors are swing type, which is more dangerous for
officers than modern sliding doors.

Police Department – Lockup

Police Department – Booking and
Detainee Processing Area
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•

Hard Interview Rooms: Hard Interview rooms should be secure,
hardened spaces with detention grade tables and stools,
acoustically separated from adjacent rooms for privacy and
security.
The existing interview room is currently utilized for multiple
functions, including storage of equipment and files. The room is
not acoustically separated, which causes issues with
interrogations and investigation efforts, privacy and security.
Also, the furniture within is not detention grade, which provides
a greater opportunity for vandalism.

Police Department –
Interview Room

•

Duty Bag Storage: In many modern law enforcement facility
designs, a dedicated Duty Bag Storage area is situated near
the entry to the patrol vehicles to increase efficiency. In the
current facility, duty bags are stored in the Sally Port area,
which are inefficiently located as well as poses a safety risk
when handling detainees, as previously noted.

•

Locker Rooms: Since the Department moved into the facility,
the amount of gear issued to police officers has increased.
Lockers now must store a multitude of items, including training
manuals, bulletproof vests, specialized protective equipment,
and weapons. Lockers are specifically designed to securely
store police-specific equipment. This has necessitated a need
for larger lockers. Today, the smallest locker typically provided
for police officers is 24” wide x 24” deep. The existing lockers
within the locker room are currently undersized and should be
increased in quantity as required to accommodate future
growth and needs.

Police Department –
Locker Room

In addition to greater personal equipment storage needs, it
was observed that the showers within the locker room areas
are not currently utilized for bathing, and instead either remain
vacant or are used for storage purposes.
•

Police Department –
Locker Room

Secure Staff and Department Vehicle Parking: Applicable to
both Village Hall and Police Department functions, it is
recommended to provide a parking area for department and
staff vehicles that is separated from the public parking areas.
Doing so allows safe building access for Department staff, and
also helps to prevent malicious damage to vehicles, and
potential confrontations in the parking lot between staff and
the general public. Currently, there is no secure parking on site.

Accessibility Requirements have Changed
•

The existing building was designed at a time when accessibility
was not a significant concern. Laws governing accessibility
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requirements have since been enacted, including the Illinois
Accessibility Code, which has been in effect since 1997 (with
subsequent revisions), and the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) adopted in 1990 (with subsequent revisions).
The laws apply to municipalities and are intended to provide
equal access to services and functions for the public which
include visitors, vendors, and other users, employees, and even
detainees and persons under arrest. The laws are applicable
to police departments as there may be civilian employees with
a disability or sworn staff on light duty with a temporary
disability.

Police Department –
Inaccessible Toilet Room

“These laws require more space for accessible routes (entries,
corridors and stairways), workspaces, and support spaces
(toilet and locker rooms).
Publicly owned buildings are held to a higher standard for
accessibility than privately owned buildings. Many rules govern
when compliance with accessibility standards is required.
Generally, if a space is renovated, including any change in
flooring, such as a carpet replacement, it is required to be
brought into compliance with the Illinois Accessibility Code
and ADA. Non-compliance with the requirements can subject
the Village to a lawsuit by the U.S. Department of Justice or the
Illinois Attorney General, who has been aggressively enforcing
compliance on municipalities.
See Section 5 for more information regarding accessibility
issues within the existing building.

Police Department - Interior Stair

Additional Issues
As stated above, there are numerous issues that contribute to the
reasons why the building does not function as an effective police
station and why more space is required. The following are other
major issues which contribute to why the Police Station does not
work well for the Department.
•
Police Department –
Inaccessible Second Floor Offices

Lack of Natural Light: Many of the regularly occupied areas
within the Police Station are devoid of natural light and access
to windows is limited to select office areas. Recent research
has found evidence that natural light and views outdoors are
important for employee’s overall well-being.
The absence of natural light affects an employee’s
performance and feeling of well-being, increased stress,
disrupts sleep, reduces productivity, and can even contribute
to reduction in ethical behavior.

•

Privacy of Citizens Reporting a Crime: A private area should be
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provided when a citizen is making a report at the police
station. Currently, one may file a report at the window to
records from directly within the lobby or be brought into the
station to utilize the front conference room. If one is brought
into the conference room, they must pass through into the
secure staff area, and possibly overhear sensitive discussions
which is not ideal. Current design practices recommend the
inclusion of a dedicated report room, accessed from the
public side of the lobby, such that a citizen can file a report
more privately, and without the need for entering into the
secure areas of the facility. This approach provides a more
comforting environment from the citizen’s perspective without
compromising Police security.

Police Department – Investigations
Workstations in Basement

•

24 Hour Lobby Use: The Police Department is expected to
provide a high level of service to the community. To help
achieve this, accommodating 24-hour access to the Police
Department lobby is important. During regular business hours,
the front reception desk will be staffed, however the lobby will
not only serve citizens requiring police services, but provide a
safe haven for custody exchanges, refuge for the homeless,
and waiting space for people bonding out a detainee or
waiting to speak to an officer.

•

Flexibility of Use: Within a combined facility, the opportunity to
optimize the use of shared spaces is evaluated. Some rooms,
such as a Board Room for example, do not always serve a
singular purpose and are designed in a manner to allow for
multi-purpose use. Considerations for room layouts are made
that allow for multiple setups, such as for Village Board
meetings or Police Department training classes. Efforts are
made to optimize function for each necessary configuration
and use.

Police Department - Lobby

Village Hall – Board Room

The issues identified above provide an overview of some of the
operational and space issues the existing building and specifically
Police Department suffers from. Correcting these deficiencies will
require additional space and a reorganization of the floor plans.
See the Space Needs Program spreadsheet attached to this
section for detailed information.
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SECTION 4
ANALYSIS OF SPACE NEEDS
ATTACHMENTS

Following this page is the Combined Facility Space Needs Program
as referenced in Section 4.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Village Hall Space Needs program
Police Department Space Needs Program
Shared Areas Space Needs Program
Parking Analysis
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SECTION 5
EXISTING CONDITIONS
ANALYSIS

Summary
Site and Parking
The Village Hall and Police Station is located south west of
downtown Cary on a site of approximately 1.48 acres. The building
is located at 655 Village Hall Drive and is bordered by Stonegate
Road on the West, William Drive on the south and the Cary Park
District Community Center and Pool to the east.
The multi-level facility has a total of approximately 20,485 sq. ft.
and is comprised of multiple parts (buildings) that have been
joined together over the years, some of which originally date back
to 1925. The buildings had accommodated a myriad of other
functions in the past but are currently used solely for Village Hall
and Police Department operations.

Village Hall – Great Room

The Village Hall and Police Station is a shared facility. Village Hall
functions primarily occur on the main level of the building, with the
Board Room and minor support areas located on the lower level.
The Police Department occupies a partial section of the main level
towards the south, a majority of the lower level, and the entire
upper level floor areas. Mechanical and service areas are located
on the lower level of the building, with some supplemental satellite
mechanical areas scattered throughout.
Existing Conditions
Presently, there are numerous operational, space, safety and
security, and system issues. Since the building was constructed,
minor improvements have been made in an attempt to
accommodate the changing needs of the Village Hall and Police
Department. At this time, the building is negatively affecting
operations, particularly for the Police Department.

Police Department Entry

At the time of this report, a minimal amount of existing drawings
were made available. Therefore, the opinions and
recommendations noted are based solely upon visual
observations.
Existing Condition Analysis
A Reserve Study was completed in 2018 by Waldman Engineering
Consultants for the Village Hall and Police Department Facility. The
report included an assessment of the exterior conditions in
addition to a supplemental structural inspection report. Both
documents were provided to FGM for reference.

Existing Infrastructure
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Per FGM review of the Reserve Study, the team corroborates many
of the findings regarding the current exterior condition of the
facility and items that require repair.
Accessibility
There are numerous elements of the existing facility that do not
comply with the Americans with Disability Act Architectural
Guidelines (ADAAG). Since the Village moved into the original
building and constructed subsequent renovations, many revisions
have been made to accessibility standards and the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA) was adopted in 1990 (with subsequent
revisions) which require more space for accessible routes,
including entries, corridors and stairways.

Village Hall –
Inaccessible Toilet Room

Publicly owned buildings are held to a higher standard for
accessibility than privately owned buildings. While there are many
rules that govern when a space needs to be brought into
compliance with accessibility standards, generally, if a space is
renovated it will be required to be brought into compliance with
the Accessibility Codes and the ADA.
Some of the existing stairs do not comply with current codes and
accessibility requirements. Handrails are not equipped with
handrail extensions and stairs do not offer an adequate area of
refuge in case of emergencies for individuals with disabilities
utilizing wheelchairs.

Village Hall – Water Infiltration

Village Hall – Water Infiltration at
Silo

There are many instances throughout the building of improper
door swings, lack of appropriate push and pull clearances as
required and doors that need to switch hardware to meet code.
There are numerous instances where object protrude out more
than 4” into the path of egress. In addition, both Police
Department locker rooms and single user toilet rooms within the
facility need to be brought up to ADA and health life safety codes
as these areas do not meet the clearance requirements necessary
for compliance.
Environmental Issues
This investigation did not include environmental testing. No vinyl
asbestos floor tile was observed in the building, but other things
such as pipe insulation and pipe joint coverings may contain
asbestos. If renovation and/or remodeling of the existing facility is
selected as the method of improvement, testing of any material
suspected of containing asbestos should be performed prior to
any new construction.
In some areas, the acoustic ceiling tiles are stained due to roof
leaks and/or piping leaks. Reports of seepage and occasional
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flooding along the east wall of the lower level were also reported,
allowing for water to make its way into the lower level support
rooms and corridor. Occasional leaks have also been observed on
the main floor in the areas immediately surrounding the existing silo
tower. Continual water infiltration is of concern, as it promotes
mold growth and can be damaging over the long term.
Concealed areas should be inspected for such prior to any
remodeling or renovation work.
Structural Analysis

Existing Masonry

Existing Clay Tile Roof Shingles

General Observations
We observed the interior and exterior of the Village Hall and Police
station for the Village of Cary. The facility consists of structures from
two different construction projects. The first is a portion of the
original structure which was reportedly completed in 1925. The
second half of the structure was a 1-story addition with a full
basement which was constructed in the 1970’s and renovated for
its current use in the 1980’s. Several interior renovations have also
been completed since its conversion into a Village Hall/Police
Station.
The exterior is a masonry clad structure. There were no visible signs
of structural distress, including step cracking, through-brick
cracking, or significant masonry displacement. The roof consisted
of both a clay tile gable roof over the original structure and a flat
membrane roof over the 1-story addition. From above the roof, we
did not observe any indications of distress to the structure below.
From the interior, the majority of the structural elements were
concealed by architectural finishes and could not be observed.
There were no signs of structural distress based on our interior
observations, except as noted below.
General Conclusions and Recommendations
The majority of the Village Hall/Police Station is presumed to be in
fair structural condition. Typical repairs of the exterior envelope
(e.g. roof patching, tuck pointing, etc.) are recommended as
part of a regular maintenance schedule. This prevents the type of
damage to the roof framing and/or exterior walls, including steel
lintels, which is typically found in existing structures. We
recommend that a roofing contractor be retained to provide any
roofing repair recommendations which may be required now or in
the near future.

Village Hall – Great Room
Structural Shoring

Because construction documents are not available for either the
original structure or the 1-story addition, we are unable to
comment about the structural capacity of any specific element or
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Temporary shoring at existing
wood gable truss

Separation at horizontal and top
chord of truss

Separation of both vertical and
diagonal truss member from the
top chord.

Checking at truss bottom chord

View of rotation at both truss
bearing and at outrigger/corbel.

of the building as a whole. If major renovations are proposed, it
may be required to investigate the existing structural capacities in
relation to the current code required minimum loading. For
example, it is almost certain that the design of the original
structure and possibly the 1970’s addition did not contemplate
seismic/earthquake loads. In the likelihood that the structure does
not meet the current code requirements, reinforcements and/or
special variances from the local jurisdiction may be required.
Additionally, while the design criteria for the original structure is
unknown, it is probable that it does not meet the standards for
essential facilities (e.g. police stations) which are required today.
Furthermore, because the addition constructed in the 1970’s was
not originally intended for an essential facility, its design most likely
did not contemplate the necessary requirements of its current
usage either.
Great Room Observations
The Great Room, located on the west end of the existing Village
Hall, was built in 1925 and part of the original construction. The
exterior walls, composed of load bearing clay brick masonry,
support a wood framed, clay tile roof. From the interior, there are
two (2) exposed timber roof trusses supporting a total of four (4)
lines of timber roof beams that were observed. The beams support
sawn lumber roof rafters; however, the rafters were not exposed at
the time of the field visit. The rafters were observed from a small
inspection opening on the east wall of the room.
Approximately two (2) years ago, significant damage and
movement in the trusses were reported. Temporary shoring was
subsequently placed to reduce stresses and prevent any
additional movement in the trusses.
The roof framing was in variable condition. Significant movement
of the timber trusses was observed. Gaps had formed at various
joints of the truss. Additionally, checking of the truss wood
members that made up the truss and some of the timber beams
were observed.
In addition to the separation of the truss joints, we observed a
twisting of the trusses as a whole. This was most evident at the
bearing locations of the trusses. Each truss’s bearing end was
supported by a timber outrigger/corbel which was presumably
embedded in the load bearing masonry walls. We observed
significant rotation at the truss bearing. Rotation and checking are
also evident in the outrigger/corbel.
Ancillary to our observations of the roof structure, we reviewed the
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load bearing masonry around the perimeter of the room. We did
not observe any signs of distress or movement in the west
elevation. The east wall was predominantly concealed by
architectural finishes. However, there are two mechanical vents
which were not original to the structure on the east wall. The vents
were located immediately adjacent to the truss bearing ends and
required large openings in the masonry walls.
Mechanical vent immediately
adjacent to outrigger/corbel.

Masonry opening required at
mechanical vent.

Great Room Conclusions
It is our opinion that the damages observed at the trusses were
caused by a chain reaction starting with the separation of the
timber elements at the truss joints due to excessive horizontal
displacement/movement at their respective bearing ends.
Because the truss was only braced against lateral and torsional
movement at the four (4) wood beams, none of which were
located at the truss’s apex, the horizontal movement allowed the
trusses to twist which in turn exacerbated the joint separation.
We do not believe that the initial horizontal displacement and
movement was caused by an error in the initial truss design. The
displacement/movement most likely began after alterations of the
structure itself, including but not limited to the installation of the
mechanical vents. Introducing large masonry openings in such
close proximity to the truss bearing may have affected the
continuity and stability of the load-bearing masonry allowing
movement of the truss bearing.
While the observed checking in timber members is common and
often does not affect structural capacity, unintended/excessive
stresses can cause additional cracking and can cause natural
checking to worsen to a point where the structural capacity is
affected. The aforementioned stresses due to the trusses twisting
and joint separation may be responsible for the more excessive
cracks observed in the timber elements.

View of checking at both timber
truss and outrigger/corbel.

Great Room Recommendations
The existing roof trusses have experienced significant damage and
most likely cannot be repaired in-place. Whether the trusses are
replaced in-kind, or if portions are salvaged, temporary shoring
should be provided to support and possibly lift the remaining roof
framing. We recommend that both a carpenter and shoring
contractor be retained to determine if the existing clay tile roofing
would need to be removed to facilitate construction.
The trusses can be replaced in-kind. Alternatively, it may be
possible to salvage portions of the existing truss and reuse the
timbers depending on the extent of checking and permanent
deformation due to the truss twisting. New truss connectors would
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be required, preferably with through-bolts in-lieu of the existing
tack nails.

View of rotation at outrigger/
corbel.

While we observed some checking in the roof beams, we believe
them to be minor and that the roof beams can be salvaged. We
recommend that an additional roof beam be added at the apex
of the roof structure to brace the trusses at their peak. We also
recommend that additional fasteners be utilized to ensure the roof
diaphragm is engaging the roof rafters, beams, and trusses. At this
time, there is no indication that the roof rafters are distressed and
require repairs.
Additionally, the load-bearing masonry on the east wall should be
reviewed/reinforced to accept the roof loading. Please note that
relocation of the mechanical vent, away from the truss bearing
locations, may be required to restore the necessary stability of the
masonry wall. We recommend that the trusses be anchored
directly to the masonry; however, an outrigger/corbel can be reincorporated for architectural/aesthetic purposes only.
Mechanical and Plumbing Analysis

View of checking at roof beam.

Mechanical Room

Mechanical Systems
The main temperature control for the building is re-heat. One air
handler with cooling coil served by a roof mounted condensing
unit, nominal 6.5 Tons, serves the basement. Three other gas-fired
roof top mounted packaged units, two 20 Ton, and one 10 Ton,
serve the balance of the first and second floor occupancies. An
original Trane and two nominal 4 year old Carrier brand units.
There is nothing extraordinary about any one of these units. The
control is a little crude, as a space mounted thermostat cycles the
cooling, and individual space thermostats control local hot water
re-heat coils. Depending on the distribution and zoning, the
system can do a good job of keeping areas comfortable,
however, re-heat systems require the simultaneous operation of
heating and cooling. This is an inefficient use of energy, and
typcially is not utilized on modern day projects. There is a reported
tendency for areas to be too hot or too cold, even given the
zoning and re-heat capabilities.
The existing heating is achieved by several different methods,
including base-board radiation. The baseboards appeared not to
have any direct connection to the space mounted thermostats
which control the duct-mounted re-heat coils, but rather having
their own self-contained control valves (known as Danfoss control
valves). These are self-regulating and powered control valves.
There is a tendency for control conflicts to occur with them being
de-coupled from the thermostat control. In renovation of the
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heating systems, these self-contained controls are replaced with
regular control valves, connected to the thermostats.

Mechanical / Equipment Room

Mechanical / Equipment Room

Satellite Mechanical Room

A separate part of the system are the hot water heating boilers,
located in the basement. Access and space are limited. The
basement is only accessible from the outside, and down a narrow
stair. The boilers are natural gas fired, but an abandoned oil tank
is still located in a room adjacent to the boilers. The boilers are
cast-iron design with power burners. These are nominal 80 percent
efficient and among the least expensive type of design, but with
the proper water treatment can last 20 to 30 years. There is a sign
of leakage or condensation formation on at least one of the boiler
jackets. Further investigation would determine whether this is a big
or small problem.
Many of the controls are pneumatic vs. newer electronic or digital
controls. At the time of our visit, one compressor of the dualcompressor unit was not operational and in need of repairs. No
new installation is controlled with a pneumatic based system. It is
considered obsolete. Only a single sump pump is installed to serve
the boiler room. There is a potential to flood the boiler room
should this sump pump fail. However, the structure appears to be
higher in elevation than much of the surrounding grade and may
not be as much an issue.
In summary, there would be no salvage value in any of the systems
currently installed should a renovation of the existing building be
contemplated. As the renovation would likely re-size and shuffle
spaces around, none of the hot water or ductwork distribution
would be reusable. A complete revamp of the system would be
necessary.
Plumbing Systems
The water main service to the building enters though the
basement as a 6” line and immediately splits into a 4" fire service
and 2" domestic service. The fire protection assembly is equipped
with a double detector check valve to prevent backflow, and the
domestic service is equipped with no form of backflow protection.

Satellite Mechanical Room

For the most part, there are no issues with the water main and
water pressure in the building, which has a combination of flush
valve and tank-type water closets in the building.
The source of domestic hot water is an electric hot water heater
that is installed in the basement. The heater is equipped with an
expansion tank, although without a reduced pressure backflow
preventer, there is no need for one. The water heater appears to
have been replaced recently, and is the only water heater unit
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that serves the facility, Due to the lengthy distance between the
water heater and usable areas, such as the Police Department
Break Room and Restrooms, it takes a great deal of time to
receive hot water, even after running the water for an extended
period of time.

Roof top mechanical units

Within the same service entrance room is the simplex sump pump
and duplex sewage ejector. There was no reported issue with
either during our walk thru, and the equipment appears to be in
good and servicable condition.
Most toilet room and break room plumbing fixtures appear to be in
good condition, and can be replaced on an as needed basis.
The jail cell fixtures appear to be original, and at the end of their
useful life. It would be recommended to replace these fixtures
with new at the time of a renovation. The showers in the men’s
and women’s locker rooms do not appear to ever be used, and
have become storage nooks for such items as mops and buckets.
The Sally Port is equipped with two large bucket type floor drains,
but no triple intercepting basin was found in the area for
separating fuel and oil from waste water. Any change to the sally
port would require the plumbing up-grade to code requirements.

Detention area plumbing fixtures

Electrical Transformer

Fire Protection
The sprinkler system in the building appears to be a Pipe Schedule
Design type vs. Hydraulically Calculated, as no nameplate with
the basis if design is posted. The building is not completely
sprinklered, as parts of the basement have no coverage. Should
the building be renovated, it will require the sprinkler system be
brought up to current code requirements and re-desgined to be
Hydraulic and updated to a fully-sprinklered building.
Summary
There is nothing extraordinary about the existing mechanical,
plumbing, and fire protection systems in the building. Should
renovation of the building be contemplated, then each of the
systems would likely need to be completely removed and all new
be installed. Each would be considered deficient by today's
standards, not meeting current code or energy efficiency
requirements.
Electrical Analysis

Electrical Meter

Main Electrical Services
There is one main electrical service for the facility supplied via a
pad-mounted Commonwealth Edison transformer located in the
courtyard area on the east side of the building adjacent to the
communications tower. The secondaries appear to feed
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underground into the lower level service room where the service
switchboard is located.

Main Electrical Service Board

The main electrical service is a single main 1200 ampere 208/120V
three-phase four-wire service with a two-section main
switchboard. All normal power distribution, panelboards and
mechanicals are powered directly from this service, with the only
exception being EM power loads which are fed indirectly via the
EM power system transfer switch and panelboard. The
switchboard appears to be approximately 1980’s vintage and in
overall fair condition.
The overall electrical capacity of the main service appears to be
adequate for the facility at the current size and usage. This may
not hold true if there are any major renovations and/or additions
to the facility altering the connected loads. Routine maintenance
including infrared scanning of all electrical service distribution
feeders, lug torque, and check of all cable connections is
recommended. The typical expected useful service life of
electrical service equipment is approximately 40 to 50 years.

Main Electrical Service Board

Electrical Distribution and
Branch Panelboards

Electrical Distribution and Panelboards
The main distribution for the facility is the second section of the
main service switchboard and the EM distribution board both in
the lower level service room. Secondary distribution consists of
approximately a half dozen additional branch circuit panelboards
for normal and EM power spread throughout the facility.
The existing branch circuit panelboards for the facility vary slightly
in age, type and condition with most being three-phase four-wire
thermal trip circuit breaker type. The typical expected useful
service life of electrical panelboards is approximately 30 to 40
years. The existing panels appear to be in fair condition,
approximately nearing end of useful service life within the next 7 to
10 years.
The branch circuitry associated with the panelboards and the
associated loads are predominantly copper wiring per the original
construction documents. It is possible, however unlikely, that given
the construction type and age of the building some measure of
aluminum wiring may have been utilized at some point.

Electrical Distribution and
Branch Panelboards

Back-up Generator Systems
There is a partial back-up natural gas generator system consisting
of the Cummins Power EM generator unit installed at grade at the
east side of the building and the EM transfer gear, distribution and
branch panelboards installed in the main service room in the lower
level. The partial back up generator does not power any of the
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HVAC systems that serve the Village Hall or Police Station. The
generator is at the end of its useful life and should be soon
replaced. The typical expected useful service life of back-up
generation systems is approximately 25 to 35 years maximum.

Back Up Generator

The transfer switches consist of a single Cummins power 400A
automatic switch for the main power transfer and a second
manual operated 200A SquareD transfer switch for control of a
second LPLB panelboards. Powered loads include one of the
police A/C units, emergency lighting, exit signs, and the critical
server and communications equipment.
Modern police and municipal facilities are typically designed with
single main automatic service transfer gear which powers the
entire facility to allow for 100% facility back-up and full
functionality through any duration power outage. The current
space available in the lower level electrical room and at the
current generator location may be insufficient to house the
necessary equipment to provide a modern full back-up generator
system.

Transfer Switch

T8 Fluorescent Light Fixtures

T8 Fluorescent Light Fixtures

UPS Systems (Uninterruptible Power Supply)
There does not appear to be any form of central uninterruptable
power supplies on site. The local critical equipment appears to
have standalone rack-mounted back-up power supplies provided.
Modern police and municipal facilities are typically designed with
single main central UPS systems providing a single source and
single maintenance point for critical systems power supply
allowing uninnterrupted power to all critical and computerized
systems. The typical expected useful service life of central UPS
systems is approximately 10 to 15 years maximum.
Lighting Systems
The lighting fixtures and system throughout the facility are of
varying age, condition, and type. Most of the interior fixtures and
the exterior building mounted fixtures are T8 tube type fluorescent
lamp and some twist-in socket lamp types. Replacing the existing
fluorescent fixtures with new LED based technology fixtures in all
areas would provide additional energy savings and would better
meet current energy conservation code requirements for lighting
wattage density installation. The typical useful service life of
interior electrical lighting fixtures is approximately 20 to 25 years
maximum.
Occupancy/vacancy sensor control was not apparent in most
areas. Providing additional occupancy/vacancy sensors to cover
all areas of the building would provide additional energy savings
and would better meet current energy conservation code
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requirements for lighting control.
The existing emergency exit signs and battery back-up emergency
lighting throughout the facility are of varying age, condition, and
type. The typical existing battery back-up emergency lighting
fixtures and exit signs are in overall fair condition.

Old Exit Signage

Fire Alarm Control Panel

Duct Detection Devices

Server and Wiring Closet

The parking lot fixtures are a historical type, with single post top
models on decorative poles with shielded light sources. The poles
are installed on concealed bases. The parking lot lighting appears
to be in overall fair condition and coordinated across the site.
Decorative lighting post tops while attractive, do not typically
provide good illumination intensity and uniformity for security
applications such as police stations. Modern exterior lighting would
include high performance optic LED heads with integral individual
photocell control to maximize energy efficiency and ease of
maintenance. The typical useful service life of exterior electrical
lighting fixtures is approximately 20 to 25 years maximum.
Upgrading the exterior light fixtures is recommended, however the
close proximity of the existing facility to the neighboring singlefamily residential homes would also make increased parking lot
lighting intensity and uniformity challenging to achieve.
Fire Alarm Systems:
The building has a central electronic fire alarm system installed.
The system is a Simplex 4005 fire alarm and communicator system,
which is an older technology conventionally zoned system with
limited capabilities. The device coverage and installation locations
appear to be in comformance with NFPA code requirements
under which it was installed, but appears to be lacking some
coverage and devices typically required by modern fire alarm
system design and codes. Typical expected useful service life of
central electronic fire alarm systems is approximately 15 to 20 years
maximum. This system is at or beyond the end of its typical service
life. Complete fire alarm system upgrade and device replacement
throughout is recommended along with necessary upgrades to
meet current codes and standards.
Voice and Data Systems
The voice and data systems within the building appear to be
adequate and functional for the current application and in fair
condition overall. The telephone system is a fairly modern voice
over IP system. The systems are somewhat cramped and undercooled in a closet located adjacent to the first-floor conference
room. Typical expected useful service life of electronic
telecommunications systems and equipment is approximately 7 to
10 years. A more spacious better cooled server room and
upgrading to modern Cat6A cabling for devices throughout the
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building may be of benefit to the overall facility infrastructure.
Security Analysis

Access Control Keypad

Access Control
Access control is keypad based. Numbers can easily be given out
and remotely viewed with binoculars, which can compromise the
extent of security in place. The current configuration is functional,
however is not utilizing a higher level of technology that is currently
available. The existing Kantech card access system can be easily
upgraded to a higher security access control system.
Video
Video system is a combination of mostly older analog cameras
and some newer IP cameras. There are remote monitors in
records. There is no personnel in records at night to monitor the
lockup. The control for monitors is an old analog manual switch
buttons on a shelf. There is no apparent location to view lockup at
night. The video system should be updated to all IP cameras and
provide 100% coverage in detention areas.
Audio / Monitoring
Audio monitoring is limited in locations and may not be working in
Records currently. An audio threshold system should be installed
throughout the detention area. Video and audio monitoring
should be provided at additional night locations.

Access Control System

Security Camera

Detention Area
The detention area has entrance doors with two locks. One is the
detention lock, and the other is a commercial type dead bolt. It is
against code to require unlocking two locks to egress. If there is a
problem with the detention lock, and the deadbolt is now being
used, this is no longer a secure detention door. None of the
perimeter doors appear to be fire rated as required by code. One
of the detention exit doors is not as secure as the other detention
doors. This is because it has a mortise lock and electric strike. All
other doors are manual, which by code requires for someone to
be in the lockup area with keys when anyone is detained. In a
modern police facility, using electrified doors and hardware is a
recommended alternative. In this setup, the electrified hardware
allows for remote continuous observation, which does not require
staff to remain in the detention area when someone is held. It is
worth noting that the remote continuous observation does not
eliminate the code requirement for staff to perform in-person visual
checks of detainees every 30 minutes, however the remote
monitoring system relieves the staff member of the requirement to
be stationed within the Detention area and improves the overall
safety of detainees and Police Department staff.
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Duress
A duress system is not present and should be considered for
installation in the detention area to alert staff of any problems.
Sally Port
The sallyport requires stairs or ramp to access the detention area.
This is a liability if someone gets hurt. Additionally, the storage in
the sallyport is unsecured and also poses safety concerns.
Providing secure access to an alternate location for storage is
recommended.

Police Station Lobby

Interview System
The interview system is recording on the building security and is
motion activated. Interviews should be on a separate secured
recorder that can only be accessed by authorized personnel,
since it may be used for evidence. The system should be activated
by a key switch, since only certain interviews are required to be
recorded.
Lobby
The Police entrance lobby has bullet proof glazing. This can be
bypassed by an easily accessed door. The door and frame at the
entrance into secure side of the Police Department should be
hardened.

Detention Area Door Hardware

Detention Area Door

Security / Video Monitoring

Sallyport Stair
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SECTION 6
POTENTIAL SITE REVIEWS

Potential Site Reviews / Site Concept Development
Potential (Preliminary) site reviews consisted of analyzing the
current Village Hall and Police Department site on the municipal
campus, located at Village Hall Drive and William Drive to
determine if this site can accommodate an expansion to the
existing building, or if another site must be considered by the
Village.
Existing Site
Utilizing information from the Space Needs Analysis, FGM
developed a Preliminary Site Diagram depicting how the space
needs of the Village Hall and Police Department could be
accommodated on the existing site, taking into account the size
of the facility, parking requirements, and traffic flow through the
site.
The advantage of the existing site is that the public is familiar with
this location and the Village Hall and Police Department is part of
a municipal campus.
The disadvantage of the existing site is that there is limited access
to the area. Located within the middle of a residential
neighborhood, the site is an isolated island with a singular point of
entry. Additionally, due to the adjacency of the Village site to the
Park District Community Center and Pool, the site is occasionally
subject to a greater degree of congestion from Park District
patrons. All of the above factors are problematic, as they have
the potential to negatively impact and reduce Police Department
response time.
There are also concerns that the Village of Cary does not currently
have a proper access easement in place to gain entry to the
Village Hall parking lot and site from Briargate Road. Located
immediately adjacent to the site, both Briargate Road and William
Drive are private roads owned by the Trout Valley Association and
are not part of the Village right-of-way. Due to the prior history of
the Village Hall and Police Department site as a private property
(including multiple prior occupancies as the Hertz Estate, Leona
Farm and Curtiss Company Farm No. 711), an access easement
was never previously established. Further coordination with Trout
Valley to address this issue is in progress, however not yet
complete.
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Alternate Village-Owned Site
The site is located at the intersection of Industrial Drive and
Georgetown Drive. To the north is a daycare facility, to the
immediate west is a stormwater detention basin and industrial
complex beyond, and to the south is the Cary Park District Kaper
Park and residential properties.
Based on feedback from Village and Police Department staff, a 2story option was identified for further study and preliminary floor
plan diagrams were developed.
The advantages of this site are that the Village of Cary already
owns this parcel, and its proximity to two major thoroughfares
offers a greater ease of connectivity to the Village. The site
provides convenient access to the only underpass beneath the
Union Pacific Railroad tracks in town (at Cary-Algonquin Road) to
ensure the Police Department‘s ability to reach the north and east
sides of town unimpeded by trains.
See Section 7, Conceptual Solutions for additional information on
the developed concepts.
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SECTION 7
PRELIMINARY SITE AND
FLOOR PLANS

Preliminary Site and Floor Plans - Conceptual Solutions
To develop the preliminary concepts, FGM worked with Village
Administration and Police Department staff to refine functional
layouts and site efficiencies.
Two preliminary concepts were developed to meet the needs of
the Village Hall and Police Department:
Concept 1 – Existing Site – Addition and Renovation
Concept 2 – New Site – New Construction
Concept 1 – Existing Site Addition and Renovation
These site and floor plan diagrams show a potential layout for
addition and renovation of the existing facility and how the space
requirements could be accommodated on the site.
The goal is not only to accommodate the space requirements but
improve the functionality of the Village Hall and Police
Department at its current location.
The existing Village Hall and Police Department site is a 1.48 acre
parcel located on Village Hall Drive, between Briargate Road and
Stonegate Road, and just north of William Drive. This is a tight site
located within a residential neighborhood and located next to the
Cary Park District Community Center and Pool. The site slopes
down about 8’-0” with the highpoint located at the northeast
corner and the low point at the southwest corner, with storm water
flowing off the site. The existing building contains approximately
20,485 square feet, with 13,820 sf located on the main level, 6,085
sf on the lower level, and 580 sf on the upper level.
In order to fit all of the building program on this site while
respecting a 10’-0” setback along the adjacent Park District site, it
was determined that the southern portion of the existing building
and basement would need to be demolished to accommodate a
more efficient, ADA compliant addition. This addition concept
takes advantage of the sloping site to the south and steps the
addition down 7’-0” lower than the first floor to align the Police
Department Sally Port apron at grade. The unsecured public
parking, Village Hall public entry, and most public access spaces
occur on the upper level accessed from the north. The limited
secured Police staff parking (12 spaces), Police staff entry, and
much of the secured police areas occur on the lower level
accessed from the south at grade. The Police public entry occurs
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at the southwest corner of the building via ramping and stairs. The
building addition is stacked 2 stories high and oriented in the northsouth direction. A new generator would need to be added along
the middle east side of the addition. A new shared trash enclosure
between the Village and Park District is also being proposed along
the north parking lot.
The current site circulation flows in a one-way counterclockwise
direction which means that many Village Hall staff and the public
end up driving past the police vehicles and Sally Port doors on the
south side as they exit the site. The proposed site circulation
improvements include widening the west side drive aisle to create
perpendicular parking and two-way traffic, and fencing in the
southern drive and parking area within two gates to allow for a
secured area that would be limited to police staff traffic only. A
shortage of secured staff parking would still occur on site.
Regarding the organization of the building, the addition/
renovation concept is divided into four different levels: Renovated
Level 1.0, New Level 1.5, New Level -0.5, and Renovated Level -1.0.
Renovated Level 1.0 contains both public lobbies, public
restrooms, all Village Hall office and work areas, shared staff
meeting rooms, staff restrooms, break room, police records
department, and building support and storage areas. New Level
1.5 contains Police Department administration, patrol, and
investigations, police locker rooms and shared staff fitness room.
New Level -0.5 contains the Police sally port, booking and holding,
property and evidence, and building mechanical/ electrical
rooms. Renovated Level -1.0 contains the Village Board Room and
support spaces, public restrooms and executive session area.
The Pros of Concept 1 are as follows:
• Historic character of building retained in select areas
• Functionality of Police Department is improved
• Greater separation of public and secure areas
The Cons of Concept 1 are as follows:
• Limited size of site and restrictions for future expansion
• Less civic presence and remote access to site due to
location within residential neighborhood
• Complicated site organization and arrangement of
building levels required to accommodate existing
conditions and structure
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•

•
•

•

•

•
•

Temporary relocation of staff required, which adds time
and money to total project, as compared to single phasing
plan that would be utilized for new construction
Use of separate public lobbies maintained. Visibility of
public entrance to Police Department not improved
Floor plan is less compact and less efficient than new
construction. Building square footage is approx. 4000 sf
larger due to inability to share common public spaces such
as lobbies and restrooms.
Constraints of existing layout and historic spaces
contributes to some of the inefficiencies, as compared to
the program.
Only a portion of the concept is new construction, with
better exterior envelope detailing and R-values. The
remaining older exterior walls will be less energy efficient.
Programmed parking requirements and desired security
separations not met.
Exiting for Police Department vehicles from the site will not
be improved and will continue to require navigation past
the adjacent Park District community center entrance and
parking lot. As such, current pedestrian safety conflicts and
concerns would not be alleviated.
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CONCEPT 1 :

LOWER LEVELS - EXISTING SITE
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Concept 2 – New Site – New Construction
These site and floor plan diagrams show how an entirely new
structure could be accommodated on an alternate site owned by
the Village of Cary.
The new site under consideration is a 2.24 acre parcel located at
the southeast corner of the intersection of Industrial Drive and
Georgetown Drive, just to the north of Kaper Park.
This site slopes down about 15’ with the highpoint at the northwest
corner and the low point at the southeast corner with storm water
flowing off the site to the east into an existing storm water
detention basin. The site is currently covered in grass with no other
shrubs or trees. There are existing public sidewalks along the north
and west parkways. Parallel parking is currently allowed along the
southside of Industrial Drive.
In order to fit all the building program and parking on this site, a
two story concept was explored. This concept takes advantage
of the natural topography of the sloping site to help organize the
public and staff entry points. The unsecured public parking (28
spaces), public entry, and most public access spaces all occur on
the upper level accessed from the north. The secured staff parking
(48 spaces), combined staff entry, and much of the secured
police areas occur on the walk out lower level accessed from the
south. If desired, a selection of the of the staff parking spaces
could be covered by a carport structure for added protection.
The building is positioned near the center of the site with a staff
patio, generator, and sally port garage all protected within the
fenced perimeter. The trash enclosure would be outside of the
enclosure.
The Pros of Concept 2 are as follows:
• Bigger site than existing which allows for better site
organization, more green space and civic/public spaces,
room for future expansion available.
• Better civic presence and easier site access
• Public entrance is prominent and welcoming
• New construction allows for more efficient layout and
ability to share certain program spaces between Village
and Police
• Police Department functionality is optimized
• Public and secure areas are separated
• Public parking and staff parking program requirements are
met
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•
•
•

•

•

Secured staff and squad parking areas provided, with
proper security separations
Multiple site access/egress points for Police response
Convenient access to the underpass beneath the Union
Pacific Railroad, ensuring unimpeded Police Department
access to north and east sides of Village.
Does not require temporary relocation and will save time
and money as compared to complexity of phasing plan on
existing site.
100% of this concept is all new construction with better
exterior envelope detailing and R-values throughout.
Building will be more energy efficient as compared to
existing facility.

The Cons of Concept 2 are as follows:
• Concept does not have the historic character of the
existing facility
• Village of Cary will need to find a new user or prospective
buyer for the existing facility.
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CARY VILLAGE HALL AND POLICE STUDY
SITE INFO:
TOTAL SITE SIZE
TOTAL BUILDING SIZE
TOTAL ONSITE PARKING

2.24 ACRES
20,640 SF
76 SPACES

(28 PUBLIC/ UNSECURE
+ 48 STAFF/ SECURE)

INDUSTRIAL DRIVE

TRASH
ENCLOSURE

(10) PUBLIC PARKING

(18) PUBLIC PARKING
SHARED PUBLIC ENTRY
(MAIN LEVEL)

EXTERIOR BOND-OUT STAIR

(12) FUTURE PARKING SPACES

SECURITY FENCE (ADD ALT.)

SECURITY FENCE (ADD ALT.)

TWO STORY
NEW VILLAGE HALL / POLICE BUILDING
(20,640 SF)

ADD
ALTERNATE:
FUTURE DRIVE
CONNECTION

GEORGETOWN DRIVE

GENERATOR

SALLY PORT
(LOWER LEVEL)

(6) STAFF PARKING
NEW DRIVE
CONNECTION

GATE
(ADD ALT.)

(11) STAFF PARKING

SHARED STAFF ENTRY
(LOWER LEVEL)

PLOW TRUCK
TURNAROUND
AREA

(31) STAFF PARKING

N

SCALE 1" = 50'-0"

10/25/19
19-2723.01
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CONCEPT 2 :

SITE PLAN - NEW SITE

CARY VILLAGE HALL AND POLICE STUDY

Exterior
Bond-out
Stair

Dn
(24r)
Village Conf Rm.
(252sf)

Public Entry
Security
Vestibule
(94sf)

VH Public
Lobby (411sf)

Records
Wrkst
(64sf)

Police
Lobby
(244sf)

Records
Wrkst
(64sf)

PUBLIC ACCESS AREAS
MAIN LEVEL

2,300 SF

VILLAGE HALL AND POLICE SHARED AREAS
MAIN LEVEL

2,334 SF

POLICE STAFF SECURED AREAS
MAIN LEVEL

1,902 SF

VILLAGE HALL STAFF SECURED AREAS
MAIN LEVEL

3,310 SF

LOWER LEVEL
TOTAL GBSF

10,320 SF

Customer Service Counters
CD

ADA

Fin.

Public RR (w)
(187sf)

Public RR (m)
(187sf)

C.D. File Room
(170sf)

Work / Strg Island

Comm
Dev. Wrkst
(64sf)

Comm
Dev. wrkst
(64sf)

Assistant Village
Administrator
(124sf)

Admin
Wrkst
(64sf)

Council
Chambers
Foyer
(169sf)

Unisex RR
(56sf)

Records
Supervisor
(120sf)

Finance
Wrkst
(64sf)

Coffee
EOC
Equip Strg
(48sf)

Dais (10)

Work / Strg Island

Management
Analyst
(64sf)

Village
Administrator
(160sf)

Bldg /
Zoning
Official
(128sf)

DC - SS
(140sf)

Board Rm / Training
(32) (1342sf)
Police
Training Strg
(121sf)

Shared Staff Corridor

Closet
VH Archive
Strg (102sf)

Mayor's Office
(160sf)

Shared Conf. Rm (14) (378sf)

Bldg
Support
(50sf)

Break Room
(208sf)

Staff Elevator
(80sf)

Closet

Closet

DC - Ops
(140sf)

DN
(24R)

Shared
RR (60sf)

Shared
RR (60sf)

Closet

VH Circulation
Closet

Social Worker
(120sf)

Table /
Chr Strg
(132sf)

Community Dev
Director (160sf)
Inspector
Wrkst
(64sf)

Records
Files
(70sf)

Interview Rm
(88sf)

Finance
Wrkst
(64sf)

Finance
Director
(64sf)

Records
Archives
(80sf)

Police Circulation

CD

Police Chief
(160sf)

N

SCALE 1/16" = 1'-0"

10/25/19
19-2723.01
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CONCEPT 2 :

MAIN LEVEL - NEW SITE

CARY VILLAGE HALL AND POLICE STUDY

Exterior
Bond-out
Stair
P.R.
Window

Electrical
Rm (262sf)

Men's Lockers - 34 (492sf)

Drugs
(25sf)

ADA
Bench

Staff RR (m)
(144sf)

CID Strg
(24sf)
Detective
Wrkst
(64sf)

Female Cell
(70sf net)

Women's Lockers -12
(225sf)

Bldg MEP +
Bldg Storage
(305sf)

Staff RR (w)
(106sf)

CID suite
(336sf)

IT Office /
Wrkrm / IT
Strg (130sf)

IT Server
Rm (157sf)

Detective
Wrkst
(64sf)

Detective
Wrkst
(64sf)

Report
Writing (4)
(212sf)

Armory
(80sf)

Patrol Strg
(122sf)

Weapons
Maint. (95sf)

Hard
Interview
Rm
(86sf)

Secure
Vestibule
(48sf)

Up
(24r)

217 SF

VILLAGE HALL AND POLICE SHARED AREAS
LOWER LEVEL

1,435 SF

POLICE STAFF SECURED AREAS
LOWER LEVEL

8,196 SF

VILLAGE HALL STAFF SECURED AREAS
LOWER LEVEL

0 SF

LOWER LEVEL
TOTAL GBSF

10,320 SF

JV Cell
(70sf net)

Booking
Counter /
Lockers
(155sf)

Forensic
Processing
Lab
(162sf)

Bag & Tag
(92sf)

Copy / Print / Mail

Detective
Wrkst
(64sf)

Bond-out
Vest
(42sf net)

Shower /
Restroom
(75sf)

Intake
Wrkst
(40sf)

ADA
Bench

Comp
Forensic
Rm (130sf)

Attorney
/ Client
Rm
(79sf)

Gen Evid /
Valuables /
Weapons
(422sf)

Freezer /
Fridge

B.O. /
P.R.
Lobby
(169sf)

PUBLIC ACCESS AREAS
LOWER LEVEL

Site/Sound Vest
(72sf net)
Male Cell
(70sf net)

Male Cell
(70sf net)

J.C.
(36sf)
Tool Strg
Patrol
(15sf)
Strg (15sf)

Duty Bags (27)
Police
Break
Area
(223sf)

Roll Call Rm
(317sf)

Patrol Suite
(447sf)

Patrol
Srgt
(55sf)

Patrol
Srgt
(55sf)

Patrol
Srgt
(55sf)

Patrol
Srgt
(55sf)

Patrol
Srgt
(55sf)

Bldg JC
(54sf)

Soft Interview
/ Shared
Working
Mother's Rm
(159sf)

Drying
Cab / Sink
(54sf)

Mud Rm
(W/D)
(54sf)

Shared Staff
Lobby (196sf)
UP
(24R)

Shared
Entry
Vestibule
(56sf)

Staff Elevator
(80sf)

Decon
Area
(25sf)
Animal
Enclosure
(43sf)

Sally Port Bay
15x30 (450sf)

Sally Port Bay
15x30 (450sf)

N

SCALE 1/16" = 1'-0"

10/25/19
19-2723.01
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CONCEPT 2 :

LOWER LEVEL - NEW SITE

VILLAGE OF CARY
Village Hall & Police Station Facility Study – FINAL DRAFT

Budgets
Preliminary Budgets were prepared for the proposed Concepts in
order to compare the cost of a renovated facility to the cost of a
new facility.
Refer to Section 8 of this report for Budgets.
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SECTION 8
PROJECT BUDGETS

Project Budgets
As part of this study, FGM has provided conceptual budgets to
implement the project. For the attached summaries, the Total
Project Budget includes the cost of construction, fees and soft
costs for each of the schemes. Land acquisition costs have been
excluded. Costs are based on a good quality municipal structure
subject to 365/24/7 operation.
FGM has an extensive database of cost information and utilized
cost per square foot estimates as the budgeting methodology for
the conceptual budgets.
Budgets have been provided for the following:
• Repairs to the Existing Facility
• Concept 1: Addition and Renovations to Existing Facility
• Concept 2: New Construction on alternate Site
Costs are based on a Fall 2020 construction start. Budgets will
need to be escalated for inflation as required annually after that
time frame. Cost ranges have been provided as design work is at
a very preliminary stage.
As a baseline, the following is a summation of the budget to repair
the existing facility and maintain the building without adding any
additional space or including any functional enhancements:
Existing Facility Repairs
Repair and Renovation Costs
Total Construction Cost
Fees and Soft Costs
Owner Contingency
Total Project Budget

Low
$ 4,064,712
$ 4,471,184
$ 551,118
$
55,112
$ 5,077,414

High
$ 4,627,510
$ 5,090,261
$ 648,026
$
64,803
$ 5,803,090

The following is a summation of the budgets for each concept:
Concept 1 – Existing Site – Add./Reno.
Low
Construction Cost
$ 9,590,216
Temporary Relocation
$ 728,000
Owner Purchased Items
$ 386,000
Fees and Soft Costs
$ 1,145,171
Owner Contingency
$ 225,917
Total Project Budget
$11,783,223

FINAL DRAFT

High
$10,267,248
$ 903,500
$ 543,000
$ 1,276,189
$ 272,269
$12,825,399
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Concept 2 – New Site – New Constr.
Construction Cost
Owner Purchased Items
Fees and Soft Costs
Owner Contingency
Total Project Budget

Low
$ 7,989,538
$ 286,000
$ 905,058
$ 119,106
$ 9,662,863

High
$ 8,459,510
$ 418,000
$ 1,007,356
$ 142,536
$10,411,925

If Concept 1 is selected by the Village, it would be necessary for all
staff to move out of the existing facility while construction work is
being completed. The approximate costs for relocation to a
temporary facility have been incorporated into the Concept 1
budgets.
Following this page are more detailed Budgets.
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SECTION 9
RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
A total of two preliminary concepts were developed to meet the
needs of the Village Hall and Police Department:
Concept 1 – Renovate the existing Village Hall and Police facility
and build a Police Station addition on the existing site to meet the
needs of the Police Department.
This solution takes advantage of existing space and renovates it to
correct accessibility, safety and security concerns, heating and
cooling issues and functional deficiencies that have been
identified, in combination with the construction of a new addition
on the existing site to meet the space needs requirements of the
Police Department.
A significant disadvantage of this concept is the extent of
additional cost that will be incurred to modify and upgrade the
existing facility, and further added costs associated with
temporary relocation of staff. The existing constraints and
limitations of the current site would be minimally improved, but not
optimized.
Concept 2 – Build a new Village Hall and Police Station
This concept assumes a new Village Hall and Police Station on a
new site with all required areas together. This will provide the most
functional facility and is also the least costly option.
Acquisition of new land would not be required, as the Village
already owns an adequately sized parcel that may be utilized for
the development of a new facility.
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Recommendations
Based upon the findings of this study, in order to meet the long
term needs of the Village Hall and Police Department and goals
established by the Village, FGM recommends the Village of Cary
pursue a project consisting of building a new combined facility on
an alternate site which will meet the needs of the Village.
The recommendation takes into account the following:
•

The limited usable area of the existing site does not support the
space needs requirements as effectively as the alternate site
under consideration, which is greater in size and allows for a
more functional configuration of programming.

•

A previous 2018 study and current analysis of the existing
facility highlighted many deficiencies and ongoing
maintenance requirements in the building which are costly to
correct. This includes accessibility issues and heating/cooling
issues throughout the building.

•

Reusing and renovating the existing building is the most
expensive solution that could be pursued. Significant
additional costs associated with repairs to the existing facility
and temporary relocation of staff would be incurred. In
comparison, the construction of a brand new building would
result in less overall spending by the Village, and allow for staff
to remain the existing facility during construction, which will
reduce the disruption in services to the staff and community.

•

There are few compromises in designing for operational
efficiency in a new building over renovating and adding an
addition onto an existing building.

This study is intended to provide the Village with the necessary
information to make an informed decision on which direction
should be taken to address the space needs issues of the Village
Hall and Police Department.
Once the space needs are approved and the Village is ready to
move forward, FGM Architects is prepared to assist the Village of
Cary with the next steps.
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